Robust liver vessel extraction using 3D U-Net with variant dice loss function.
Liver vessel extraction from CT images is essential in liver surgical planning. Liver vessel segmentation is difficult due to the complex vessel structures, and even expert manual annotations contain unlabeled vessels. This paper presents an automatic liver vessel extraction method using deep convolutional network and studies the impact of incomplete data annotation on segmentation accuracy evaluation. We select the 3D U-Net and use data augmentation for accurate liver vessel extraction with few training samples and incomplete labeling. To deal with high imbalance between foreground (liver vessel) and background (liver) classes but also increase segmentation accuracy, a loss function based on a variant of the dice coefficient is proposed to increase the penalties for misclassified voxels. We include unlabeled liver vessels extracted by our method in the expert manual annotations, with a specialist's visual inspection for refinement, and compare the evaluations before and after the procedure. Experiments were performed on the public datasets Sliver07 and 3Dircadb as well as local clinical datasets. The average dice and sensitivity for the 3Dircadb dataset were 67.5% and 74.3%, respectively, prior to annotation refinement, as compared with 75.3% and 76.7% after refinement. The proposed method is automatic, accurate and robust for liver vessel extraction with high noise and varied vessel structures. It can be used for liver surgery planning and rough annotation of new datasets. The evaluation difference based on some benchmarks, and their refined results, showed that the quality of annotation should be further considered for supervised learning methods.